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A few months ago I wrote and recorded a car care tip that aired on XM Satellite Radio. To the best of my recollection, the tip was an answer to a question addressed to me from a

listener in California. She wanted to know why her vehicle's 'oil light' was telling her to change the oil in her new Chevy Trailblazer (having changed it just 1500 miles previously). I

advised her to ignore the light because that system (GM's Oil Life System) only counted engine RPMs since the last oil change, and therefore was reading inaccurately. I advised

her to follow the 3,000 miles (severe service) schedule and have the vehicle checked under warranty, after which all would be fine. That tip was heard in Milford, MI and

prompted a letter from an engineer in GM's PowerTrain Division, exhorting me to conduct a bit more research about GM's Oil Life System. He informed me that I was correct in my

statement that the system monitored engine speed, but that there was much more to the system than I realized.

Curiosity got the best of me, and I accepted his invitation to discuss the matter. I contacted Tom Read of GM's PR Department for GM's PowerTrain Division. That phone call led

to a conference call with four GM engineers, two from GM Parts & Service Division and two from GM's PowerTrain Division. Their goal? To convince me that GM's Oil Life

System (GMOLS) has changed things drastically regarding conventional oil change philosophy. I took the challenge rather aggressively ... as they did.

I began my 'attack' by pointing out that the GMOLS only monitored engine RPM since the last oil change (providing the system had been reset when the oil change was done). I

asserted that there was much more to take into consideration when determining oil life and quality. Conditions such as engine temperature, load, and ambient temperature had to

be taken into consideration. I went on to state that these factors could adversely effect the life of the oil. For instance, load from towing could raise engine temperatures to the

level that the oil would break down. Or ambient temperature could effect the performance system by causing a richer fuel to be delivered, contaminating the crankcase and

resulting in oil breakdown. The engineers politely agreed, and then they proceeded to enlighten me.

They pointed out that I repeatedly used the term 'viscosity breakdown,' and that I must understand that this term has a two-fold meaning. Before the breakdown of the oil occurs, it

actually thickens! To draw an analogy ... oil is much like the value of your new car. The moment you drive it off the lot, it begins losing value. As soon as fresh oil begins

circulating through a vehicle's system, it loses value. How, you ask? Chemical packages start breaking down immediately when introduced to the harsh environment of the

engine. So, hypothetically, you could find yourself six weeks after an oil change and suddenly the oil becomes thicker, resulting in hampered flow (viscosity or flow-ability

breakdown) within the engine. This results in increased friction (heat) and thus shorter engine life (and the condition is multiplied dramatically when outside temperatures drop

below 35 degrees). Sometime after this occurs, oil breakdown takes place, meaning the oil loses its ability to lubricate. This breakdown differs with each vehicle because engine

demands vary, depending on driving habits and vehicle use. The key to maintaining oil stability is to keep the oil temperature at 200 degrees consistently. Oil life is maximized

under these conditions. Highway driving exemplifies this type of operating condition.

While consulting with the GM engineers, I discovered that GM takes into consideration more than just engine RPMs with the GMOLS. Below is a brief history of the system and

how GMOLS works (taken from GM's website).

The GMOLS Offers Significant Benefits

"First introduced in 1988, the GMOLS is a computer-based algorithm that determines when to change oil and filter based on engine operating conditions (this is the key to

accuracy). The system enables owners to maximize the performance of their vehicle engine oil by sensing engine speed (not RPMs, but actual engine revolutions) and

temperature. There is no actual oil condition sensor. Rather, the computer continuously monitors engine-operating conditions to determine when to change oil." "With the

GMOLS, consumers have an accurate and reliable way to monitor engine oil life. When the system is activated, consumers can go to their nearest GM Goodwrench dealer and a

technician will change the oil and filter, properly dispose of the old oil, then reset the vehicle's oil life system. Overall operating costs for the customer will be lower, because they

only have to change the oil when needed, and they can be reassured that their engine is always running with good oil, improving the long term performance and reliability of their

GM vehicle."

"Use of the GMOLS will often double or even triple the oil change interval for a typical vehicle when compared to the 3,000-mile oil change. "

"The GMOLS will automatically adjust the oil change interval based on engine characteristics, driving habits and the climate in which the vehicle is operated. For instance, mild

highway driving in a warm climate will maximize the interval between oil changes. Depending on the vehicle, this could be in excess of 7,000 miles and as high as 12,000 miles (in

some models). On the other hand, short trip driving in a cold climate may limit the oil change to 3,000 miles or less. In general, most people that drive a combination of city and

highway find that the GMOLS will indicate an oil change every 5,000 to 6,000 miles. GM data shows the OLS extends oil change intervals without risks to the engine."

(And for the Militant Tree Huggers and Energy Conservationists)

The GMOLS can offer significant benefits to the environment by reducing unnecessary use and disposal of oil. GM has built more than 20 million vehicles to date with the

GMOLS. In the next five years, if the GMOLS is used as intended - oil changes performed only when necessary - millions of gallons of oil could be saved."

(Oil conservation and a cleaner environment?! Is everybody happy?!)

GM has so much faith in the OLF system (based on countless individual tests performed by engineers) that they have issued a new "Simplified maintenance Schedule." It goes

like this:

"The new GM simplified maintenance schedules are performed in two phases. The first phase, 'Maintenance I,' includes basic services such as an oil and filter change,

lubrication of chassis components, tire rotation and inspection of the brake system and fluids. The second phase, 'Maintenance II,' includes all services included in Maintenance ,

as well as inspections on the steering system, wiper blades, restraint systems and lubrication of body components. "Customers don't have to worry about deciding when the best

time is to change their engine oil because our Oil Life System technology adapts to their driving conditions and habits, and determines the right interval," said Peter Lord,

executive director, GM Service Operations. "Since the new maintenance schedule is based on oil change intervals determined by this technology, customers can save time and
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cost."

My conference call lasted one hour and fifteen minutes. The engineers were passionate in their arguments. These experts are committed to getting the message out there with

respect to oil changes. The information they shared was compelling, to say the least. The conversion was complete ... I am a believer. Everything they stated was consistent with

my knowledge of the internal combustion engine. GM has invested millions of dollars in research and development and exposed themselves to potential warranty claims ...

they've put it all on the line with this innovative approach to timely oil changes. That says a lot. A wise person is one that admits they can always learn something, and I learned

something from GM that day ...

'Til next time ... Keep Rollin'
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mhemingw58

gm said they do not have to use a additive they are wrong when my 2006 chevy

colorado .had over 100,000 i had to add oil stablizer because my truck stall

everytime i would hit the brakes the mechantic made us change all kinds of parts

and all it was a oil stalizer. so next time the mechantics tell you something make
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March 02 2012 at 8:39 PM

sure they are wright before. so if you car stall when you stop make sure you put in a

stabilier

February 24 2012 at 9:50 PM

lpickup1

GM Also now has their own standard for motors oils called DEXOS (Google it) If you

have a new GM car you

have to use an oil that meets DEXOS specs. I think Mobil1, Amsoil, and some

Pennzoil products meet it.

Approved oils will have a DEXOS ICON on the container, I have an 08 Pontiac G-6

it's mostly used for Highway driving. If I relied on the cars computer to tell me when it

needs an oil change it would go well over 10K miles.

I'm not going to do it. If your going to rely on the cars computer you better be using a

DEXOS oil or you may not have a warranty claim honored. I run a synthetic in my

car and don't go over 5k for an oil change regardless of

what the computer says.

August 09 2010 at 12:25 AM

Coot

Thats funny. I have a 67 chevy truck,but have yet to see a 67 toyota anywhere.

May 20 2010 at 5:40 AM

tonychic

find the best shop & get professional advice fr the chief mechanic & take it &

compare it w/ yr experiece & yr friends experiences with thr oil change activities. the

answer/s are there.

April 27 2010 at 2:30 PM

janetlee158

While paying for an oil change at my (now defunct) Saturn Dealer, I was told the oil

used in the car was a special kind and would be good for 5,000 miles. But 3,000

miles later they were dragging me in by the ear (nicely with donuts) for a scheduled

oil change. When I mentioned the super-5,000-mile -oil they put in my car 3,000

miles ago, they stammered and promptly went out of business!

March 19 2010 at 8:56 AM

ferandr4

We have relied on GMs oil monitoring system in all our GM vehicles for oil changes

since 1990---no problems

March 13 2010 at 2:59 PM

nvizhon

I have one of the most reliable Japanese vans made. It's a 92 Previa. I've seen

these vans repeatidly drive over 400,000 mi. I have low mileage at 200,000 but only

had to repair the A/C and a door lock. I've had a couple of small high speed wreck s

or two. But, still my van should of had adverse reactions to the wrecks! Nope. I

really believe it is because I change my oil every 4,000 mi., and have other

maintenace every two years at AAA store. It's only 130.00 a year.

March 13 2010 at 1:33 PM

npc317

I won't worry about changing the oil period. The way your President is going, your

going to be driving a Jackass.
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Buy a Yugo.
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Dave

TO: donanthony1313 Truth is, you could have Pep Boys change your oil every 500

miles & you'd still have more parts wear than if you run AMSOIL & change it (& filter)

every 25,000 miles or 1 year!
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